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Abstract - Nature is a very rich source of inspiration. Many algorithms have been inspired by nature. The source of inspiration for 
algorithm development are diverse and, as a result, the algorithms are equally very different. We present in this paper a critical 
review of current Nature-Inspired Optimization Algorithms (NIOAs) to include: Evolutionary Algorithms (EAs), Swarm 
Intelligence Algorithms (SIA), Physical and Chemistry Algorithms (PCA), Bio-Inspired Algorithms (BIA) and others. The aim is to 
explore the performance of the optimization process using a range of different analytical methods and motivate further research. 
 
Keywords - nature inspired algorithms, swarm intelligence, gravitational search algorithm (gra), chemical reaction optimization (cro), 
bio-inspired algorithms. 
 

I. INTRODUCTION 
 

Nature is a very rich source of inspiration. New 
algorithms are nature-inspired, so they have been improved 
by inspiration from nature [1]. Different levels of 
classification depending on a number of details and sub 
sources to be used or implemented. For simplicity, this 
article will concern or focus on the highest level sources 
such as biology-inspired which called swarm-intelligence 
based on swarm intelligence examples of it such as ant 
colony optimization, particle swarm optimization, cuckoo 
search, bat algorithm, and firefly algorithm, etc. Many 
algorithms have been developed by using inspiration from 
physical and chemical systems such as Central force 
optimization, Anarchic society optimization, Electro-
magnetism optimization. Artificial cooperative search, 
Social emotional optimization. The source of inspiration for 
algorithm development are diverse, and as a result the 
algorithms are equally very different [2].  

Algorithms have been summarized in brief in this article. 
Algorithms may be a comprehensive source of information 
for further research. It has to be noted that the classifications 
may not be unique and that some algorithms are more 
efficient and commonly used than other, further research 
needs to be carried out. Currently, there may be some un 
clarity in the article of metaheuristic algorithms. From one 
side, articles have concentrated on important novel thoughts 
to solve hard problems. From the other side, some articles 
artificially create new algorithms for the purpose of being 
published with little development and no novelty. More 
research must be encouraged to conduct truly novel and 
considerable studies that are in fact useful to solve difficult 

problems. For that reason, the aim of this article is to inspire 
more research to get better insight into efficient algorithms 
and solve large-scale real-world problems. This article 
presents a broad classification of the NIOAs. 
 

II. NATURE-INSPIRED ALGORITHMS (NIOAS) 
 

Nature plays an important role in different human 
activities as well as being a diverse source of inspiration. 
Algorithms are developed by drawing inspiration from 
nature. Therefore, algorithms based on nature are called 
Nature Inspired Algorithms (NIOAs). The purpose of 
designing NIOAs is to find out optimal solution of the 
difficulty. Two key factors define an algorithm: 

• Optimal solution 
• Time at which a solution is reached. 
The achievement of a result (which is fairly good 

approximate ion of an ideal) in real time is often more 
desirable than achieving the best result in a long period of 
time. The nature-inspired metaheuristics meet the goal. In 
the past two decades, many nature- inspired algorithms have 
been proposed and applied to solve optimization problems, 
e.g., Genetic Algorithm (GA), Particle Swarm Optimization 
(PSO) ant Colony Optimization (ACO), Differential 
Evolution (DE), etc. Swarm Intelligence is well known 
algorithm among Nature Inspired Algorithms. 

 Some of these algorithms use the field of physics, 
chemistry and biology while some other use music for their 
functioning. It is observed that, equilibrium is maintained in 
all the three states i.e. physical, chemical and biological by 
any method. And we may or may not be familiar with those 
methods. Further, algorithms   are   classified   in    their   
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respective   class [3]. Figure (1) represents the classification 
of the existing nature inspired algorithms and their further 

classification in their respective class. 

 

 
Figure 1. The classification of the nature-inspired algorithms 
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III. CLASSIFICATION OF ALGORITHMS 
 

All existing algorithms can be divided into four major 
algorithms: 

 
A. Evolutionary Algorithms (EAs) 
B. Swarm Intelligence Algorithms (SIA) 
C. Physical and Chemistry Algorithms (PCA) 
D. Bio-Inspired Algorithms (BIA) 
E. Other Nature Based Algorithms 
 
They will be summarized in the reminder of this paper. 

But, the major focus will be on the relatively new 
algorithms such as well will be on the relatively new 
algorithms such as well Swarm intelligence based 
algorithms. All swarm intelligence algorithms use multi-
agents, inspired by the collective behavior of social insects, 
like ants, termites, bees, and wasps, as well as from other 
animal societies like flocks of birds or fish [4]. The classical 

particle swarm optimization(PSO) uses the swarming 
behavior of birds, while firefly algorithm (FA) uses the 
flashing behavior of swarming fireflies. Cuckoo search (CS) 
is founded on the brooding parasitism of some cuckoo 
species, but bat algorithm uses the echolocation of foraging 
bats. Ant colony optimization uses the interaction of social 
insects (e.g., ants), while the class of bee algorithms are all 
based on the foraging behavior of honey bees.[5]. 

 
A. Evolutionary Algorithms (EAs) 

 
Evolutionary algorithms (EAs) is broadly used to 

describe population-based stochastic direct search 
algorithms that, to an extent, mimic natural evolution. The 
constituents   of Evolutionary algorithms are genetic 
algorithms, evolution strategies, evolutionary programming, 
and genetic programming [6]. Table [I] show the 
advantages and weakness of Evolutionary Algorithms 
(EAs). 

 
TABLE I. ADVANTAGES AND WEAKNESSES 

Evolutionary Algorithms (EAs) 
     Algorithm Description Advantages Weakness 

 
 
1 

  
 

GAs 

Inspired by 
Darwin's theory 

The concept is easy to understand, search from a population 
of points, not a single point, use payoff (objective function) 
information, not derivatives, supports multi-objective 
optimization, use probabilistic transition rules, not 
deterministic rules, is good for “noisy” environments, is 
robust to local minima/maxima, is easily parallelized, can 
operate on various representation, stochastic, work well on 
mixed discrete/continuous problem. 

implementation is still an art, 
requires less information about 
the problem, but designing an 
objective function and getting the 
representation and operators right 
can be difficult computationally 
expensive ,time-consuming. 

 
 
A1. Genetic Algorithms(GAs) 
 

Genetic Algorithms (GAs) were formalized in 1975 by John 
Holland are a specialization of evolution programs, based 
on the principals of natural selection and random mutation 
modelled on Darwin biological evolution theory, and used 
for solving problems with a large search space. 
  

Algorithm simple GAs: 
Initialization [population]; 
Evaluation [population]; 
Generation:=0; 
-do 
Selected-parents:= selection[population]; 
Created-offspring:=recombination 
[selected-parents]; 
Mutation [created-offspring]; 
Population:=created-offspring; 
Evaluation [population]; 
Generation:=geaeration+1; 
until stop-criterion; 

Figure 2. Steps of Genetic Algorithms (GAs) 

 

Basic operators of GA are selection, mutation and 
crossover are applied in order to get the best solutions. The 
initialization of a population, the evaluation, and the genetic 
operators were implemented and controlled by a program 
written in programming language [7]. Figures (2) explain 
the steps  of GAs. 

 

B.  Swarm Intelligence Algorithms(SIA)  
  
Wang in 1989, concentrated on a common target called 

Swarm like (birds, fish…etc.). Swarm Intelligence is the 
discipline that deals with Complex Collective, Self-
Organized, Cooperated, Flexible and vigorous Behavior of 
class which follows the simple rules [8]. The concept of 
swarm intelligence is based on artificial intelligence. Table 
(II) show the advantages and weakness of Swarm 
Intelligence Algorithms (SIA).  
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TABLE II. ADVANTAGES AND WEAKNESSES OF SWARM INTELLIGENCE ALGORITHMS (SIA)  
Swarm Intelligence Algorithms (SIA) 

Algorithm Description Advantages Weakness 

1 PSOA Behavior of 
Birds. 

Based on the intelligence. It can be applied into  both 
scientific research  and engineering use, have no 
overlapping mutation calculation and calculation is very 
simple 

Optimism, which causes the less exact at 
the regulation of its speed and the direction, 
cannot work out the problems of   
Scattering and optimization, the method 
cannot work out the  problems of non-
coordinate system, such as the solution to  
the energy field and the moving rules of the 
particles in the   energy field 

2 ACOA Behavior of  
Ants  

Inherent parallelism, Positive Feedback accounts for rapid 
discovery of good solutions, efficient for traveling 
salesman Problem and similar problems, can be used in 
dynamic applications (adapts to changes such as new 
distances),distributed computation avoids premature 
Convergence 

Theoretical analysis is difficult, sequences 
of random decisions    not independent, 
probability distribution   changes by 
iteration, research is experimental rather  
than theoretical, time to convergence 
uncertain, defects of searching local 
optimization and slow convergence speed. 

3 AFSA 
Behavior of  
Fishes 

High convergence speed, flexibility, error tolerance and 
high accuracy  

Falling in local optimum points, advanced 
convergence and time consuming. 

4 BCOA 

 
 
 
Behavior of 
Bees  

Strong robustness, fast convergence and high flexible 
which allows adjustments and it represent specific 
knowledge of the problem by observing nature, it can be 
used for solving multidimensional and multimodal 
optimization problems,. It is efficient when finding and 
collecting food, as it takes less number of steps, it has 
ability to explore local solutions It is time saving process 
by structuring favorable parallel processing. 

Slow process to evaluate accurate solutions, 
it slows down in sequential processing, 
deterministic methods have higher accuracy 
in finding solutions than BCO when it does 
not get stuck in local minima ,pre 
knowledge of various factors are required 
like distance from hive, direction etc. 

5 
 
 

ESA 
Behavior of 
Eagles 

Good convergence capability. Constriction factor enables 
the algorithm to maintain swarm stability and enhances 
local and global searches which resulted in improved 
convergence and speed of the algorithm, optimization of 
queuing systems and solution of permutation flow shop 
problems, solve a problem that connects scheduling and 
queuing jobs in a complex structure. 

increased costs, difficultly with software 
development-slow and expensive, few 
experienced programming 

 few practical products have reached the 
market as yet 

6 CSO 
Behavior of  
Cockroaches 

Good convergence capability, constriction factor enables 
the algorithm to maintain swarm stability and enhances 
local and global searches which resulted in improved 
convergence and speed of the algorithm, optimization of 
queuing systems and solution of permutation flow shop 
problems, solve a problem that connects scheduling and 
queuing jobs in a complex structure 

Increased costs, difficultly with software 
development-slow and expensive, few 
experienced programming 

 few practical products have reached the 
market as yet 

7 WOA 
Behavior of  
Whales 

Bearing fault diagnosis, welded beam design, the 
workflow Planning of Construction Sites, optimal siting 
of capacitors in radial distribution network,  pattern search 
technique for optimal power flow problem, combined 
emission constrained economic dispatch with valve point 
effect loading problem solution, an emission constraint 
environment dispatch problem solution with micro grid, 
optimal siting of capacitors in radial distribution network 

It cannot solve every optimization 
problems. However, it is very competitive 
with other common optimization 
algorithms.  has poor convergence speed 
while searching around the global optimum, 
it  is an inactive and reliable tool for the 
coordination of directional overcurrent 
relays 

8 
 

MSA 
Behavior of  
Monkeys 

Can solve a variety of difficult optimization problems 
featuring non-linearity, non-differentiability, and high 
dimensionality with a faster convergence rate, it has a few 
of the parameters to adjust, which makes it particularly 
easy to implement. simulation analysis of cognitive radio 
cooperative networks for next-generation technology 

No bug can be reproduced, less accuracy, 
requires very good technical expertise, 
fewer bugs and time consuming 
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The family members of Swarm Intelligence are: 
 
B1. Particle Swarm Optimization Algorithm (PSOA) 
    
    The Particle Swarm Optimization algorithm (PSOA) was 
originally designed by Kennedy and Eberhart in 1995. 
PSOA is a population based  
      searching method which imitates the social behavior of 
birds or fish school. The population is named a "swarm" 
"particles". Each particle moves 
      in the swarm with a velocity that is adjusted according 
to its own flying experience and retains the best position. 
The best local and global  
positions encountered by all particles of the swarm are also 
communicated to all particles. The standard formula of PSO 
is as follow:  

1 ∗

		 	 		

1  1 																																													

Where:  
vid: is the velocity of particle i along dimension d.  
xid: is the position of particle i in dimension d.  
c1: is a weight applied to the cognitive learning portion.  
c2: is a similar weight applied to the influence of the social 
     learning portion.  
r1, r2: are separately generated random numbers in the range 
of zero and one.  
w: is the inertia weight. 
 
B2. Ant Colony Optimization Algorithm (ACOA) 
 
Ant Colony Optimization Algorithm is a part of swarm 
intelligence approach that has been successfully used in 
optimization technique. It was proposed by Marco Dorigo 
in the year 1992. The goal of ant colony algorithm is to find 
an optimal path from source to target and it used for solving 
many problems such as Travelling Salesman Problem 
(TSP), Quadratic Assignment Problem (QAP),Vehicle 
Routing, Stock Cutting and recognition characters the ACO 
consists of three major concepts: construction ant solution, 
applying local search, updating pheromones[10] Ant colony 
optimization algorithms have been applied to many 
combinatorial optimization problems, ranging from 
quadratic assignment to fold protein or routing vehicles and 
a lot of derived methods have been adapted to dynamic 
problems in real variables, stochastic problems, multi-
targets and parallel implementations. It has also been used 
to produce near-optimal solutions to the traveling salesman 
problem. The standard formula of ACO is as follow:  
 

    	
. 	 . 	

∑ . 	 . 	∈




 where: 
         is the probability that ant k from pixel i to j at each 
step is given? 
 								 ∈  indicates all the pixels in the 8 neighborhood of 
pixel i. 
 
								 .  is the amount of pheromone value at pixel i, j 
								 .  is the desirability of pixel  i, j (typically 1 ,⁄ ) 
       		 is a parameter to control the influence of 	 .  
         is a parameter to control the influence of .  
 
     Amount of pheromone is updated according to the 
equation: 
 

            .   , ∆ , 																																				 4
  where: 
												 .  is the amount of pheromone value at pixel i, j 
                 is the rate of pheromone evaporation? 
           ∆ , is the amount of pheromone deposited, typically 
given bellow: 
 

∆ ,  1⁄
0

  if ant k travels on edge i, j                   (5) 

where: 
        is the cost of the ant’s tour (typically length) 
 
B3. Artificial Fish Swarm Algorithm (AFSA) 
     
     In recent years, a number of artificial swarm algorithms 
have been proposed and studies for object recognition. For 
example, GA, ACO, BCA, CSO and PSO . In this paper the 
Artificial Fish Swarm Algorithm (AFSA) was implemented 
in Matlab 7.1 (simulator). The fitness functions of the AFSA 
to find the best descriptors that maximize the recognition 
rate and minimize the number of descriptors. The Artificial 
Fish Swarm Algorithm is used to find the fitness function 
aims to obtain optimal descriptors to perform reliable object 
recognition. In the AFSA, a set of fish and behavior in four 
different behavior kinds: prey behavior (PB), swarm 
behavior (SB), follow behavior (FB) and random behavior 
(RB) are used for searching the global optimum [11], used to 
address industrial problems such as solving scheduling, 
networking, pattern recognition, economic and image 
segmentation. The mathematical expression of AFSA is as 
follows: 
 
Let X=( , , , …… , , …… . ,    
 
X is the current state of a AF (artificial fish), Visual is the 
visual distance,	.  
 
        .           i	∈ 0,                  (6) 
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            X+   .step.                     

           
 Where: 

 is state and   
 Xv is the visual position at some moment    
 Visual represents the visual distance                    
 Rand ( ) produces random numbers between 0 and 1 
 Step is the moving step length  
   is the optimizing variable 
  n is the number of variables      
     
 B4. Bee Colony Optimization Algorithm (BCOA) 
 

 The Bees Colony Optimization Algorithm is a natural 
phenomenon of bee colony, population-based search 
algorithm inspired by the natural foraging behavior of honey 
bees to find the optimal solution. The thought behind the 
BCO is to invent the multi agent system (colony of artificial 
bees) capable to successfully solve difficult combinatorial 
Optimization problems; the algorithm performs a kind of 
neighborhood random search. There are three kinds of bees: 
Queen Bee there is one queen bee in the bee colony. She is 
responsible to lay eggs which are used to build new colonies, 
Male Drone Bees there are many male drone bees in the ant 
colony; these are responsible for mating with the queen bee 
and Worker Bees There are thousands worker bees in the ant 
colony, these bees perform all the preservation and 
management jobs in the colony and the scout behavior and 
forager behavior respectively are collectively responsible for 
the working of the honey bee colonies There are two types of 
worker bees, scout bees and Forager bees. In execution of 
the Bee Colony Optimization algorithm following three 
paths will be formed as Path Construction (PSB), Path 
Restructuring (PFB) and Path Selection (PS) [12] .Bee 
Colony Optimization Algorithm (BCOA) have been applied 
to many combinatorial optimization problems Statistical 
quality control, Wood defect classifier, Mechanical design, 
Electronic design, Clustering ,Job scheduling, Robotics, 
Travelling salesman problem and Data mining. The 
mathematical expression of BCOA is as follows: 
 
																		 , , 	 	∅ , , 	 	 , 

Where: 
 

       , 	, , , …… . , , 			represents the ith 
solution in the swarm 
       D is the dimension size 
        is a randomly selected candidate solution(i≠ k) 
        j    is a random dimension index selected from the set 
             {1,2,….,D} 
        k   is a random dimension index selected from the set 
            {1,2,….,SN} 
        ∅     is a random number within[-1.1] 
 

The probabilistic selection is really a roulette wheel 
selection mechanism which is described as follows:  
 

																																					
∑



Where: 
 
     is the fitness value of food source i, which is related  
           to the objective function value of the food source. 
   SN   is the swarm size 
   
If a position cannot be improved over a predefined number 
(called limit) of cycles, then the food source is abandoned. 
Assume that the abandoned source is , then the scout bee 
discovers a new food source to be replaced with  as follows: 
 

																				 , 	 0,1 . 													
Where: 
 
       0,1 	is a random number within  [0,1]based on a 
normal distribution 
        ,       are lower and upper boundaries of the jth 
dimension, respectively. 
  
B5. Eagle Strategy Algorithm(ESA) 
 

Eagle strategy is a metaheuristic approach for 
optimization, developed in 2010 by Xin-She Yang and 
Suash Deb . It uses a mixture of crude global search and 
intensive local search. In essence, the strategy first explores 
the search space globally using a Levy flight random walk, if 
it finds a promising solution, then a concentrated local 
search is employed using a well-organized local optimizer 
such as hill-climbing, differential evolution and algorithms. 
Then, the two-stage process starts again with new 
comprehensive exploration followed by a local search in a 
new area. 

In this strategy mainly controls the switch between local 
and global search. Algorithm of the eagle strategy [13]. The 
advantage of Eagle Strategy Algorithm (ESA) combination 
is to use a balanced tradeoff between global search which is 
often slow and a fast local search. Some tradeoff and balance 
are important, we can use any algorithms we like at different 
stages of the search or even at different stages of iterations 
this makes it easy to combine the advantages of various 
algorithms so as to produce better results.ES is not an 
algorithm; it is a method. In fact, various algorithms can be 
used at the different stages. This provides that it combines 
the advantages of these different algorithms so as to obtain 
better results. Levy distribution is given as follows: 

 

                                 L s) ~ 
	Г 	 ⁄

			 ,	 

	 ≫ 0 , 1 3             10) 
 Where: 
  Г 	is standard gamma function  
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 s   is the step length.  
  
The pseudo code of ES can be given by the steps below: 
-Load objective function f x  
-Initial population (at k 0)   
-While (║minimum f k 1 ‐  minimum f k  ║  ≤ tolerance 
or  k	  number or iterations) 
-Random global search (Levy walks)   
-Local search by using PSO   
-If a better solution is found    
-Update the current best   
-End if 
-k k 1   
-end               

 
B6. Cockroach Swarm Optimization Algorithm (CSO) 
 
      CSO algorithm is a population based global optimization 
algorithm; it was introduced by ZhaoHui and HaiYan was 
inspired by the emergent social behavior of cockroaches 
CSO simulates some basic biological behaviors of the 
cockroach [14]. The CSO model include: 

 chase-swarming behavior  
 dispersing behavior  
 ruthless behavior  

 
The CSO model is described as follows： 
 
 Chase-swarming behavior 
 

,
, . . , , 		 , , ,

, . . , , 		 , ,
			    (11) 

 
Where:  
,  is the cockroach current position at the G-th generation 

, is the global best position at the G-th iteration 
step is a constant value 
, are the random numbers  ∈ [0,1].  

		 ,		is	the best position of ,  which can be computed by 
following equation: 
 

                              		 	 │ │      (12) 
                             		  
 
Where:  
      
 rand	 1,	D  is a D-dimensional random position that can be 
set within a certain range.	
	
 Ruthless behavior 
	

	 		 																																	 	 	 		 13 	
Where: 

 r is a random integer within [1, N] 
	 is the global best position.	
	
 B7. Whale Optimization Algorithm (WOA) 
 

Whale Optimization Algorithm is developed algorithm 
by Seyedali Mirjalili and Andrew Lewis in 2016 based on 
the hunting habit of whales, specifically the humpback 
whales. Their incoming and social behavior have always 
generated inquisitiveness to all. They have judgment ability 
because of the existence of spindle cells [15] application of 
WOA Bearing fault diagnosis, welded beam design, the 
workflow Planning of Construction Sites, optimal siting of 
capacitors in radial distribution network, a hybrid WOA and 
pattern search technique for optimal power flow problem, 
combined emission constrained economic dispatch with 
valve point effect loading problem solution, an emission 
constraint environment dispatch problem solution with micro 
grid, optimal siting of capacitors in radial distribution 
network . The mathematical model of WOA is described as: 

 
 Encircling prey:  The behavior modeled is as: 
	
																																					 	 t 1 	 	 * t 	‐ 	.	 		
	
																																				 	│ 		.	 * t 	‐	 │					 			 14 	
	
																																			 	 	2. 	.	 ‐	 	
	
																																			 		 	2.	 	
where : 
 

*(t),  are the position of best solution and position 
vector.  
t.  is current iteration  
	, 	are coefficient vectors.  
   is directly diminished from 2 to 0.  
 is a random vector [0, 1].	
	
 Bubble net hunting method: This hunting method 
has two approaches are there: 
 
 Shrinking encircling prey	
																																				
																										 			∈	 ‐a,a 																					 	 	 15 	
	
 Where: 
	
		 is position setting down at random values in between 

[−1, 1] 
 
 Spiral position updating 
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To mimic helix-shaped movement spiral equation is used.		
	
																															  (t+1) =		 '.	е 	.		cos 2 	 	 *(t) 			
	
	
																															  (t+1) =	

		
	 ∗ 	. 																				if		 	 	0.5																 16 				

′. е 	.		 2 	 	 ∗ 						if		 	 	0.5																																	
					

	
where : 
 

D' =│	 ∗ 	 │ represents the distance between 
whale and the prey (best solution). 
b is constant 
∈ [−1, 1].  

P is random number [0, 1].  
 
 Search for prey: To get the global optimum values 
updating has done with randomly chosen search agent rather 
than the best agent. 
 
                           = │	 	.	 rand ‐	 	│ 
                            
                         	 t 1 	 	 rand	‐ 	.	 																											 17 	

 
Where: 
 
  rand   is the random whales in current iteration.  
  And  ││  denotes the absolute values. 
 
B8. Monkey Search Algorithm(MSA) 

 
Monkey Search algorithm (MSA) is a new type of swarm 

intelligent algorithm was produced by Ruining and 
Wansheng in 2008 which is applied in saving large-scale, 
multimodal optimization problem. MSA of climb process, 
watch-jump process, and somersault process in which the 
climb process is employed to search the local optimal 
solution, the watch-jump process to look for other points 
whose objective values exceed those of the current solutions 
so as to accelerate the monkeys' search courses, and the 
somersault process to make the monkeys transfer to new 
search domains the local optimal solution can be found by 
the climb process combined with the artificial colony 
algorithm search operator, so the climb number is reduced 
and the running time is far less than the original MSA[16].. 
This algorithm was designed with three processes such as: 

 
 The Climb process: Let us explain this process 
performed by monkey I with the position xi = 
( , , … . , , I	 	1,2,…,M  respectively 
 

- Randomly generate a vector    ∆ 	∆ 	, 	∆  
,….. , 	∆         (18) 

 
Where: 
                                                  ∆

,			 	 	 																																									

,	 	 	 																																										
	

					 
                            	   the step length of the climb 
process		 	 0  
                            j 1,2,…..n		respectively	
	

- Calculate the objective function: 
																				

∆ ∆

∆
																					  (19)	

                           
Where: 
                           J	 	1,2,…..n		respectively	
																												 	 	 ,	 ,…..,	 		
	
	is called the pseudo-gradient of the objective function f 0) 
at the point  
	
 Watch-jump process 
Let us explain this process performed by monkey I, I = 
1,2,…..M		 respectively. Where the somersault interval 
 

-  Randomly generate real numbers   from –
b,	 b    j 1,2,…..n		respectively , y 
=( , , … . ,  

                              . Update   with y provided that both 
f y 	 	f ) and y is feasible. 
  
 Somersault process 
The main purpose of somersault process is to enable 
monkeys to find out new searching domains. The monkey I 
will somersault to the next point from its current position  
in the following way, I = 1,2,…..M		 respectively 
 

- Randomly generate a real number  from the 
interval [c,	d  (called the somersault interval), c,	
d  can be determined by specified situations.   

- Set 
					 					 	 	 	 20 	
Where: 

																							 	 ∑ ,		j 1,2,…..n		respectively	
								
                      P	 	 , , … . ,   
 
Is a point called the somersault pivot	
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C. Physics and Chemistry Algorithms (PCA) 
 

Generally, not all algorithms are nature inspired, so their 
sources of inspiration often come from physics and 
chemistry. For the algorithms that are not nature inspired, are 
developed by imitating certain physical and/or chemical 
laws, including electrical charges, gravity, river systems, 
chemical reaction etc potential energies, mass conservation, 

thermodynamic characteristics etc. As unlike natural systems 
are relevant to this class. We have the ability to subdivide 
these into many subcategories such as physics based 
algorithms and chemistry based algorithms, all fundamental 
laws used in these algorithms are the same. So simply group 
them as physics and chemistry based algorithms. Table [III) 
shows the advantages and weakness of Physical and 
Chemistry (PCA). 

 
TABLE III. ADVANTAGES AND WEAKNESS OF PHYSICS AND CHEMISTRY ALGORITHMS (PCA) 

Physical and Chemistry Algorithms (PCA)
     Algorithm Description Advantages Weakness 
 
1 

SFLA Behavior of  frogs 

has  high capability to solve large scale optimization problems, 
the efficiency of it is improved by applying the integer 
encoding of solutions, mapping procedure and penalty factor 
approach, is more powerful in solving complex combinatorial 
optimization problems, has a faster search capability; and most 
importantly,  is robust in determining the global solution. 

not  enable planners to simultaneously 
achieve reduced total project duration, less 
total project cost, and less resource variation 
under the constraint of precedence 
relationships, resource availability, and on-
site power 

 
 
 
2 
 CRO 

Inspired by the 
nature of  chemical 
reactions. 

 
is the maximum indication towards global minima with 
variable population size, with the use of stochastic processes, 
it is able to optimize the structure of any neural network and it 
gives the flexibility for not to change the network structure, 
 

is not suitable for continuous domain and 
performs well in discrete domains, does not 
use any additional function or parameter like 
fitness function of some other algorithms for 
determining the quality of reactants, its 
population size is not fixed and always varies 
in the structure of population, for which it 
able to maintain same distance from 
diversification and intensification 

 
 
3 

GSA 

Inspired by the 
Newtonian's law 
of  gravity and 
motion 

 ease of implementation, ability to solve highly nonlinear 
optimization problems, shorter computational time, stable 
convergence characteristics, higher precision and more 
consistent result, efficient in terms of CPU time, adaptive 
learning rate, memory-less algorithm, capability to escape 
from local optima and their disadvantage complex operators, 
difficulty for the appropriate selection of gravitational constant 
parameter, long computational time, slow searching speed in 
the last iterations 

 
using complex operators and long 
computational time , slow searching speed in 
the last iterations ,difficulty for the 
appropriate selection of gravitational 
constant  parameter, G the parameter controls 
the search accuracy and does not guarantee a 
global solution at all time. 

 
C1. Shuffled Frog Leaping Algorithm (SFLA) 
 
         Shuffled Frog Leaping Algorithm (SFLA) is a 
newly improved nature-inspired approach .Shuffled Frog 
Leaping Algorithm (SFLA) is a newly reliable and 
efficient technique developed nature-inspired method 
and strong optimization algorithm. which is 
characterized by great capability in global search and 
easy execution. SFLA combines the advantages of 
Genetic Algorithm (GA), Particle Swarm Optimization 
(PSO), attains better solutions than other optimization 
algorithms such as Genetic Algorithm (GA), Particle 
Swarm Optimization (PSO), Ant Colony Optimization 
(ACO) and original Shuffled Frog Leaping Algorithm 
(SFLA), and an effective evolutionary method for 
speaker recognition [17]. SFLA has been successfully 
applied to various areas of power system analysis such as 
unit commitment, dynamic optimal power flow, and optimal 
reactive power flow problems. The mathematical expression 
of SFLA is as follows: 

								 	 │ 	 	, 1,2, . . , 	
								k 1,2,…,m	

D	 rand	. 	‐	 	 																																							 21 	
 

 	  + D,   	 	  
 
where : 
        are the memeplexes Y	1,	Y	2,	.	.	.	,	Y	m, in each 
memeplex assume n frogs for m memeplexes 
     	,  		are the best frog position and the worst 
frog position, respectively, in the submemeplex 
     D              is changing of frog step size 
   		  , 	       are the minimum and maximum 
allowed change in a frog’s position, respectively  
   rand  is a random number between 0 and 1 
   k   is the iteration number in the submemeplex 
 
C2. Chemical Reaction Optimization (CRO) 
 

CRO was proposed by Lam et al. in 2010, is an 
optimization metaheuristic inspired by the nature of 
chemical reactions as a natural process of transforming 
the substances, it was designed for solving combinatorial 
optimization problems. They solved some classical 
problems, e.g., quadratic assignment problem, maximum 
flow problem and channel assignment problem.[18] 
applications of CRO algorithm bioinformatics, is a well-
established area of research in software development and 
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choosing the correct test case is a challenging task, the 
maximum flow problem in graph theory is a well-known 
research area and may be realized in many of the 
practical applications such as engineering, transport 
problems etc. The task in a max flow problem is to find 
out the optimality path/solution in a weighted directed 
graph, wireless sensor network, task scheduling, Solving 
various data mining problems such as classification, 
regression, clustering etc., real life problems.  

 
C3. Gravitational Search Algorithm (GSA) 
 

 GSA was introduced by Rashedi et al. in 2009 and is 
intended to solve optimization problems, based on  the 
Newton’s law of gravity, and the Newton’s second law of 
motion, as shown in equations below  [19].In this algorithm 
agents are considered as objects and their performance is 
measured by their masses. All these objects pull each other 
by the gravity force, and this force causes a global 
movement of all objects towards the objects with heavier 
masses which correspond to optimal solutions[20] many 
applications and areas could be explored with GSA such as 
in medical, military, finance and economics. GSA should be 
tested in various fields to further validate its outstanding 
performance over other optimization algorithms such as 
PSO,ACO and ABC.  
 
					F‐G t . ⁄ 																																																											 22 	
						 ⁄ 		

			where: 
        
F is the gravitational forces between two entities is directly 
proportional to the product of their masses (  and	 ) 
G is the gravitational constant which is changing during the 
course of time. 

 is the active mass which indicates the strength of a 
gravitational field due to its mass,  
	 	is		the passive mass which represents the strengths of an 
object interaction with gravitational field 
a    is  the acceleration is directly proportional to the net 
force 
            

D. Bio Inspired Algorithm (BIA) 
 
Bio-inspired algorithms rely upon fields like biology, 

computer science and mathematics. used for optimization 
processes and arrangement acceptance. Bio inspired 
algorithm are superset of swarm intelligence and nature 
inspired are superset of bio-inspired algorithm as follow: 
Bio-inspired algorithms rely upon fields like biology, 
computer science and mathematics. used for optimization 
processes and arrangement acceptance. Bio inspired 
algorithm are superset of swarm intelligence and nature 
inspired are superset of bio-inspired algorithm. Table (IV) 
show the advantages and weakness of Bio Inspired 
Algorithms (BIA). 

 
TABLE IV. ADVANTAGES AND WEAKNESS OF BIO-INSPIRED ALGORITHMS (BIA) 

Bio-Inspired Algorithms (BIA)
     Algorithm Description Advantages Weakness 

 
 
 
 
1 

 
 
 
 
 BFOA 

    
 
 
 
Behaviors 
of  bacteria 

it is considered to be a type of approximate stochastic gradient 
search (global convergence) like genetic algorithm (GA), can 
solve the non-gradient optimization problems there is no need 
for explicit analytical expression for the gradient, but only 
approximation is used, overcomes most analytical methods in 
convergence to the optimal solution, moreover, less 
computational  time requirement, is not largely affected by the 
size and the nonlinearity of the problem.  

can be in its chemotaxis  and its elimination and 
dispersal events ,the step length or the swim length 
in chemotaxis does not vary with the  convergence 
to the  optimal solution during the optimization 
process which increases the computational time and 
reduce precision, the  elimination and  dispersal 
event makes a bacterium which has found or nearly 
found an optimal position escape. 
 

 
 
2 

  
KHA 

 
 
Behavior of 
krill  

Moving process according to its fitness, each krill individual 
neighbor has an attractive effect on its movement therefore, 
these effects can work as a local search for every krill 
individual, it has the ability to solve the optimization problems, 
apply the crossover operator in manner effective, the center of 
food determined according to the finesses of all of the krill 
individuals is considered as an approximation for the global best 
solution. 

Increased costs, difficultly with software 
development-slow and expensive, few experienced 
programming few practical products have reached 
the market as yet 

 
 

D1. Bacterial Foraging Optimization Algorithm (BFOA) 
 

Bacterial Foraging Optimization Algorithm (BFOA) is 
proposed by Prof. K.M. Passino in 2002 it is a new nature 
inspired computation technique after mimicking the food 
foraging, evolutionary reproduction and environmental 
elimination-dispersal behaviors of common Escherichia Coli 

(E.Coli) bacteria named as called as Bacteria Foraging 
Optimization Algorithm (BFOA). has been widely accepted 
as an overall optimization algorithm of present interest for 
distributed optimization and control, is fortified by the social 
foraging behavior of Escherichia coli. It has already haggard 
the attention of researchers because of its effectiveness in 
solving real-world optimization problems rising in many 
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application domains. The foraging strategy of Escherichia 
coli bacteria can be explained by four processes are [21]: 

 
 Chemotaxis: The computational chemotaxis the 

movement of the bacterium may be represented by: 
 

     1, , , , ∆

∆ ∆
           (23) 

       Where
, ,   represents	  bacterium at chemotactic 
,  is the reproductive elimination-dispersal step. 

C(i) is the size of the step taken in the random direction 
specified by the tumble (run length unit).
isindicates a vector in the random direction whose 
elements lie in [-1, 1].  
 
 Swarming: Swarming can be represented as follows: 
 
                     , , , 	∑ , , , 	
	
	 ∑ │ 	 ∑ 	
	 	 │ ∑ exp	 ∑ 	
	 	 																																												 																																										 24 	
	
where: 
 
				 , , ,   is the objective function value to be 
added to the actual objective function (to be minimized) to 
present a time varying objective function 
S is the total number of bacteria, 
p is the number of variables to be optimized, which are 
present in each bacterium  

	 , … , 		 is a point in the p-dimensional search 
domain. 

, , ,  are different 
coefficients that should be chosen properly 
 
 Reproduction: Bacteria that have had enough 

nutrients will produce a duplicate of themselves, 
and less healthy bacteria will die. The number of 
bacteria cloned from the healthiest bacteria will 
equal the number of bacteria that have died and, 
consequently, the population size of the bacteria 
will be constant in the development process. 

 
 Elimination and Dispersion: This simulates the 

sudden environmental changes or attacks may occur in 
the real bacteria, thus, a group of bacteria may be 
killed, and others may move to some other places. 
While simulation, this reduces the trapping in a local 
optimal point.  

 
      Applications of BFO like electric load forecasting, RF-
ID network scheduling, antenna design etc..  

 
D2. Krill Herd Algorithm (KHA) 
 

Krill Herd Algorithm (KHA) is produced by 
Gandomi and Alavi, 2012 is mainly used for solving 
optimization problems in continuous space. It is a 
population based approach consisting of a wide number 
of krill in which each krill moves through a 
multidimensional search space to look for food. Krill 
Herd Algorithm is an iterative heuristic method 
stimulated by the innate phenomenon of the activities of 
krill herd algorithm, is a novel biologically inspired 
algorithm to solve the optimization problems. the time- 
dependent position of the krill individuals is formulated 
by three main factors motion induced by the presence of 
other individuals, foraging motion, physical diffusion 
and its movement of each individual is formulated by the 
three process induction process, foraging activity, 
random diffusion [22]. the time-dependent location of a 
Krill individual is measured by the three operational 
processes: 

 
 Movement induced by other krill individuals : The 

description of the movement of a Krill individual could 
be formulated as given in the following equation: 

 
              	 ∝                              (25) 

 
Where: 
 
  is the maximum induced speed 
 ∝       is the direction of motion  
	      is the inertia weight of the motion induced in [0,1]   
    is the last induced motion 
 
 Foraging activity ( ): There are two main terms in the 

foraging motion, the food attraction and the previous 
krill experience, which can be formulated as  

               Follows : 
 
                       	  
                                                                                          (26) 
                      =   
 
       Where: 
 
                 is the foraging speed,  
                is the inertia weight 
             is the last foraging motion 
,           is the food attraction 
              is the effect of the best fitness of the each 
                    individual krill   
 
 Random Physical diffusion : The physical diffusion 
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is a random process. This motion includes two 
components: a maximum diffusion speed and oriented 
vector. It can be formulated as follows:  

 

                1 	 	                              (27) 

 
  Where: 
 
        is the maximum diffusion speed  
     δ        is the random directional vector and its arrays  
              are random numbers [-1,1]. 
.    I        is the current iteration, 
    Imax    is maximum number of iterations. 
 

Application of KHA in electric and power system problem,  
wireless and network system  problems ,  artificial neural 
network training                                  
 
E. Other Nature Based Algorithms 
 

As per named their origin of inspiration is away from 
nature but can be social, emotional, etc. That’s why they 
have been classified into different category. The children of 
this algorithm are: Cat Swarm Optimization (CSO), Cuckoo 
search Algorithm, Firefly Algorithm, Bat Algorithm. Table 
[V] show the advantages and weakness of other nature 
based Algorithms (BIA). 

 
TABLE V. ADVANTAGES AND WEAKNESS OF OTHER NATURE BASED ALGORITHMS 

Other Nature Based Algorithms
     Algorithm Description Advantages Weakness 

 
 
 
1 

CSOA 
Behaviors 
of  Cats 

Use in pattern matching Problems of optimization, 
can produce a faster time and has a better accuracy 

rate compared to existing algorithms, is good 
exploration property 

Has never been investigated its performance according to the 
characteristics of object under studied. We showed by 
eliminating insignificant variables in small loan classification 
process, the classification accuracy increase, despite of its 
performance to classify small loan data is better than OLR 
method, CSO as well as other particle swarm optimization 
techniques, its theoretical background is rather weak. Refers 
to [8], PSO algorithm has a limited condition for the 
particle(s) move stable from the point of math’s. 

 
 
 
2 

CSA 
Behaviors 
of  Cuckoo 

It has a higher performance to reach better results, it 
is suitable for continuous nonlinear optimization 
problems, it gets better solutions because of using 
intensification and diversification technique, it has a 
success in mimic of nature, global Convergence, 
global Optimality ,Deals with multi-criteria 
optimization  problems,. Easy to implement ,. It can 
still be hybridized with other swarm based 
algorithms,. Simplicity 

Lacks the mathematical analysis. It does not have a 
theoretical analysis similar to other algorithms, such as PSO 
and GA ]this difference can be observed with the difficulty of 
understanding when and why the algorithm works. 
Additionally, how does the performance of the algorithm 
improve compared to other search techniques Parameter 
tuning is also considered an  important part of research], 
where the values and settings of the parameters govern the 
CSA performance 

 
 
 
 
 
 
3 

FA 
Behaviors 
of   Firefly 

Proved very efficient in Automatic subdivision of the 
whole population into subgroups so that each 
subgroup can swarm around a local mode. Among all 
the local modes, there exists the global optimality. 
Therefore  can deal with multimodal optimization 
naturally, has the novel attraction mechanism among 
its multiple agents, and this attraction can speed up 
the convergence. The attractiveness term is nonlinear, 
and thus may be richer in terms of dynamical 
characteristics, can include PSO,DE and SA 
Therefore, it is no surprise that FA can efficiently 
deal with a diverse range of optimization problems, 
as a firefly’s attractiveness is proportional to the light 
intensity seen by adjacent fireflies, 

Getting trapped into several local optima,  performs local 
search as well and sometimes is unable to completely get rid 
of them.  parameters of this algorithm are set fixed and they 
do not change with the time. In addition Firefly algorithm 
does not memorize or remember any history of better 
situation for each firefly and this causes them to move 
regardless of its previous better situation, and they may end 
up missing their situations 

 

 

 
 
4 
  BAO 

Behaviors 
of  Bats 

It is easy to successfully formulate for, continuous 
optimization problems, it is easy to implement 
because it has a good capability of parameters 
adjustment, it has quick convergence rate by 
switching from intensification to diversification to 
obtain optimal solutions, it is considered a promising 
algorithm. 

Converges very quickly at the early stage and then 
convergence rate slow down, There is no mathematical 
analysis to link the parameters with convergence rates, 
Accuracy may be limited if the number of function 
evaluations is not high, Not clear what the best values are for 
most applications, It is highly needed that large-scale 
application should be tested. 
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E1.  Cat Swarm Optimization Algorithm (CSOA) 
 

Cat Swarm Optimization (CSOA) is produced by Chu, 
Tsai and Pan in 2006. This algorithm is based on stochastic 
optimization inspired by social behavior, the problem faced 
in few researches is how to develop Cat Swarm 
Optimization algorithm that can be used in data mining, 
especially for the case of classification, but rarely or never 
used until now in pattern matching Problems. CSOA has a 
number of advantages in pattern matching Problems of 
optimization. CSO algorithm development, expected can 
produce a faster time and has a better accuracy rate 
compared to existing algorithms [23]. In the CSOA, a set of 
cat and behavior in two different modes: Searching Mode 
(SM) and the Tracing Mode (TM), The standard formula of 
ACO is as follow: 

	
	

																																													 28 									 
 

	0	 	 	 	 ,	 
	 :	 	 	 	 							

	    : probability of each candidate being selected.	
																															

                                                                      , where    d = 
1,2,…,M              (29) 
    

                         (30) 
                                                    

          where  
             ,  :  Best position of cat in d dimension space d 
           ,     : Position of cat k,  
           ,     :Velocity of cat k  
                    : Random value in the range [0, 1], 
                    :Constant.  
 
E2. Cuckoo Search Algorithm (CSA) 
 
     Cuckoo search algorithm is a new approach for global 
meta-heuristic optimum algorithm is introduced by Xin-
She Yang and Suash Deb in 2011. In order to solve the 
road, sign recognition problem, many methods have been 
proposed in [24]. CSA is a nature inspired metaheuristic 
algorithm which is inspired by the obligate litter 
parasitism of some Cuckoo bird household, by putting 
their eggs in the nests of multitude birds. Application of 
CSA For shop scheduling problems, To enhance the 
accuracy and convergence rate, For Unconstrained 
Optimization problems, Helps in reducing errors and avoids 
local minima in an algorithm, in Job Scheduling Problems, 
Reducing the local convergence and Enhance the 
information of nests, For solving traveling salesman 

problem, Employee health and safety (HS) risk on 
employees at their workplaces. The formula for cuckoos 
finding the bird's nest path and updating its position is as 
follows:   

 

													 	 		L	  										 32 	
	
Where: 

denotes the i-th solution of the t-th generation 
 α  is the step size > 0 in most of the cases assume that α is 

equal to one.  
  is  the product means entry-wise multiplication i.e. 

Exclusive OR operation 
 			L	  	is the Levy flight step length 	
	
The probability density function in the form of power function 
as:	
	
												L	  ~ 	 	 							1	 	λ	 	3	
	

E3. Firefly Algorithm (FA) 
 

 FA is connected to Yang in 2008, contains three 
idealized rules. Irrespective of its sex, each firefly will be 
attracted towards every other firefly i.e. they are considered 
unisexual, Desirability of one firefly towards another is 
determined by the illumination so less bright firefly moves 
to brighter firefly. The desirability and illumination are 
inversely proportionate to distance, and the landscape of the 
fitness function determines the illumination of a firefly [25]. 
FA is applied in optimization solving a diverse of range of 
optimization problems such as engineering designs, 
scheduling, feature selection, travelling salesman problems, 
image processing, classifications and industrial applications. 
We can now define the variation of attractiveness β with the 
distance r by:          
 
                                е               (31) 
 
       Where: 
 
              	    is the attractiveness at r = 0.  
 
The movement of a firefly i is attracted to  another more 
attractive (brighter) firefly j is determined by: 
 

           	 е           (33) 
 
Where: 
 

        е   is the attraction. 
         is the randomization parameter 

minmax FSFS

FSFS
P bi

i 




 dkdbestdkdk xxcrvv ,,11,, 

dkdkdk vxx ,,, 
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          is a vector of random numbers drawn from a 
Gaussian distribution at time t. 
 
E4. Bat Algorithm Optimization (BAO) 
 

Bat algorithm Optimization (BAO) is a new feature 
biological algorithm Firefly algorithm was developed by 
Xin-She Yang in 2010 depending on the echolocation 
behavior of bats and uses a frequency-tuning procedure 
with changing loudness [26]. First populace of the bats is 
completed in random generated is performed 
haphazardly generated from real-valued vectors. Bats fly 
randomly and defined by: 
  
v(i)  is the velocity at its position x(i), fixed frequency 
(varying wavelength), with radiation pulse rate   
a(i)  is loudness and varies from a large (positive) 	to a 
minimum constant value . 
 

The mathematical equations below explain this 
algorithm BAO.is applied in classification, clustering,data 
mining and image processing ,their advantages for loss 
reduction in distribution techniques, it incorporates with 
fuzzy good judgment to discover top of the line capacitor 
sizes to be able to reduce the losses. Their effects 
endorsed that the real strength loss may be reduced 
substantially, used fuzzy systems and bat set of rules for 
power modelling, used set of rules to analyze fuzzy 
systems to be able to layout energy changes in a gas 
turbine. 
 
                         	 	  
 
                      		  	 ∗	  
                              

   		  	                                         (34) 
 
                        	 	 , 
 
                        	 1  
 
where : 
  				    is a frequency vector which are updated on demand.    
					     is a random vector drawn from a uniform 
distribution 0, 1  
 			 ∗    is currant global best location (solution)which is 
located after comparing all  the solution among all the bats 
			 ,    are constants. 

 
VI. CONCLUSION 

 
     In this paper we summarized the existing nature 
inspired algorithms such as Evolutionary Algorithms 
(EAs), Swarm Intelligence Algorithms (SIA), Physical 
and Chemistry Algorithms (PCA), Bio-Inspired 

Algorithms (BIA) and Other Nature Based Algorithms 
and discussed. We explained the advantages and 
disadvantages of these nature inspired algorithms which 
determined the Swarm Intelligence Algorithms (SIA) 
classification is the best overall. In future work the above 
discussed nature inspired algorithms will be applied in a 
new Heuristic Algorithm the 0-1 Multidimensional 
Knapsack Problem (MKP01) which is one of the well 
known challenges in combinatorial optimization to 
improve the quality of the final heuristic solution. 
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